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Abstract 
 According to the ground production of Beijing branch of China Southern Airlines, a production monitoring ground 
system was designed. The system is mainly used for ground monitoring of aircraft loading and production activities 
at the airfield, and use the event mechanism to coordinate the production work of SOC, CGS,  cargo and aircraft 
maintenance factory. The system will provide strong support for SOC s work and has great significance for the 
protection of normal flights and investigation of delays. This innovative design proposed the online games conception 
and architecture to deal the production problems, and satisfy the front-line operational units  strong demand of 
real-time, ease use and ease deployment.  
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1.Introduction  
Currently, Operation Web developed by Information Center of China Southern Airlines provides 
strong support for System Operation Control Department (SOC). Operation Web has many modules, such 
as the flight information, flight crew operation, operations support, production data management, 
operation quality analysis, meteorological notices and other important functional modules. Function of 
the system has been covered by the flying process and flight preparation related business, but the Web is 
not concerned about flight operations in the time from running into the port to the departing, it make the 
SOC can not monitor the whole flight process [1-5]. Beijing Capital International Airport ground is still 
very complex operating environment, has the following characteristics:  
 More flights, the Number of China Southern Airlines flights taking off and landing every day up to 
230;  
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 More ground operation units involved, some unit is within China Southern Airlines, some unit is 
outside. There are some units of the airport, as well as aviation-related service enterprises; 
 Airspace resource constraints, the airspace resource of Beijing Capital International Airport is 
limited, the flights of the airlines are unlimited. In addition, more airspace resource is occupied by 
the military. Flow control is frequent;  
 Coordination is difficult. It is difficult that operation is fast in the big airport and more units;  
 Therefore, the ground in Beijing, China Southern Airlines needed  a fully operational control of the 
powerful information systems to support  And requires a system with the following 
characteristics:  
1) Automatic Control Center: By using the system, all the operation units can work together at high 
efficiency;  
2) System deployment easy, because the units are many and complex;  
3) High efficiency, ease of use, it is easy to finish flight ground service;  
4) The system can be extended to the apron with the handheld terminals;  
5) The system can synchronize information remotely. It will not cause sudden drop in server 
performance that online users are more and more; 
6) The various subsystems are independence.  They can be deployed one by one. 
In short, the system requirements are more demanding, the technology is relatively difficult. 
2.System Architecture 
The current popular enterprise database application solutions are difficult to the ground operation 
control system to meet the demanding requirements. We found that the popular Web-Game architecture to 
meet the demanding requirements: 
 The system has Web mode interface that can pass through the firewall. You can use it by the 
Internet; 
 The Web-Game has a lot of online users in general that will not affect game performance. And all 
the user's interface is almost the same time updating; 
 The message of Web-Game is be pushed, Messages broadcast in real time; 
 Handsets can be supported by Web access. 
So, we try to develop enterprise applications with Red5+Flex framework. Android2.2-based 3G phone 
is selected as handheld terminals. It is feasible through testing. [5-8]. 
The main function of Red5 and Macromedia (now acquired by Adobe)'s FMS is similar. It is 
Flash-based streaming media services and a Java-based open-source software. It is written in Java, using 
the RTMP as a streaming protocol, which is fully compatible with FMS. It has a streaming FLV, MP3 
files, real-time recording client streams as FLV files, shared objects, real-time video playback, and other 
functions [10-11]. 
Flex is Macromedia (now acquired by Adobe) released the presentation server (show services), it is 
java web container or .Net server of an application, according to. Mxml file (pure xml description file and 
actionscript) produce the .swf file to the client, the client's flash player or shockwave player interpreted to 
play to the user in order to enrich the customer experience. 
Android is already hot mobile operating system. Android platform R & D team lineup is great, 
including Google, HTC , T-Mobile, Qualcomm, Motorola, Samsung, LG, and China Mobile. More than 
30 companies will be based on the new platform to develop mobile services. Commonality between 
applications and connectivity will be maintained to the maximum extent. Android system has provided 
full support for Flash 10.1 since version 2.2. 
System architecture shown in Figure 1, Red5 acts as middleware server, which is responsible to read 
and write access to the database and business logic processing; Web page server provide page service by 
which a desktop PC or mobile device that can access the system . Once the page opens, flash client 
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application which Flex generated will connect to the Red5 server by Socket; Systems are based on Socket 
subsequent continued connection, although B / S structure, but in the logic terminal program on Red5 and 
Flash constitutes a C / S structure, which enables the system to fast two-way communication, and can 
maintain user state; By Red5 of Shared Objects technology allows each client with the server's remote 
object synchronization; With s message push mechanism, you can take the initiative to the event 
information pushed to specific clients, but do not have time because the client polls the server and thus 
will not cause too much pressure on the server. The server can ensure effective performance. Through 
testing, the server can service for 2000 clients and the performance is not significant decrease; Addition, 
Red5 FMS is Adobe's open source streaming media server solution, streaming media is inherently strong 
support for the hand-held terminals to provide video capture and image acquisition techniques. 
 
Figure 1. System Deployment 
System development tool used in all open source solutions: 
 server side : open source Red5; 
 database server: open source database My SQL; 
 The server-side business logic : Java. Red5 Java developers to implement business logic to support 
expansion; 
 The server-side framework: open source Spring + Hibernate framework; 
 The server-side development IDE: open source Eclipse; 
 Web applications SDK: Adobe's open source Flex4 SDK; 
 Web application development IDE: open source FlashDevelop; 
 Version control tool: open-source SVN; 
 All servers are using the open source Red Hat Enterprise Linux; 
 hand-held terminals based on open source Android2.2 3G phone, it not only supports Flash, open 
system product substitutability while strong, great choice. 
3.Business logic 
3.1.System modules 
Logical system is divided into four parts, plan management, dynamic management, statistical reports 
and subsequent data interface with other systems. The relationship between the various parts shown in 
Figure 2 
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Figure 2. System logic structure 
System need other system data, so the data interface of the system is a key part. Data integrity and 
timeliness plays an important role for the other part of the system operation; The plan management is 
mainly function to the SOC ( System Operations Center) and it is the necessary supplement. For example, 
SOC system has not the plan and dynamic for flights agent. This system  focus on the flight dynamic 
process control management, and it mainly monitors   flights service points on the ground,and the 
system through the record key point to judge, automatic generation control logic, form a closed loop 
system, but human can intervention. The key operation event message can be send by message push 
mechanism which ensure the information transmission instantaneity; This system can provide auxiliary 
decision for  abnormal flight operation; The subsequent statistical analysis which are mainly flight 
normal statistical and abnormal reason analysis can guide the business continued to improve. 
3.2.Privilege management and the Message mechanism 
In the flight dynamic process control system, the event message is a very important module. At the 
technical level of Red5 provides message push and two-way communications on the perfect support, but 
the logic required to design a set of rules, thereby allowing the event message according to the specified 
business rules from the event message routing, the sender to send a message to the correct position, the 
concrete post to receive all necessary event message without allow nothing to interfere with the normal 
working of information. We design the event subscription and dissemination mechanism is based on the 
job or role (see Figure 3 ),  and the role and user permissions, so incidentally user permissions. The user 
and role is a many-to-many relationship, a user can have multiple roles, each role has a plurality of user; 
role and function is a one-to-many relationship, a role has more functional authority. Role and event type 
is a one-to-many relationship, thus a role can release a variety of types of events, the user releases the 
event simply select the event types without attention to recipient; role and subscription event types is a 
one-to-many relationship, so a user can subscribe to more than one type of event, where the user has 
subscribed the type of event, will be the first time receive the event. 
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Figure 3. User permissions & events subscription mechanism 
3.3.Non-normal flight decisions 
Beijing Capital International Airport is a large scale airport, so any unusual factors that are likely to 
result in a large area of flight delays, and improper handling are likely to rise to adverse events. Therefore, 
for the treatment of non-normal flight is particularly important, not only to consider the minimum 
economic losses, but also consider the political influence and corporate image. This system provides 
non-normal flight decision support is necessary. Initially consider the economic factors, a number of 
solutions provided by the system and follow the loss of small to large order for users to choose, other 
political influence by artificial decision-making. 
The system provides the option to have specific steps. Such as the emergence of vicious flight delays for 
aircraft options in the list of aircraft to provide replacement, and the necessary preparatory work and time 
estimates; the passengers dispersed to other flights options to provide passenger flights can receive a list, 
and class to receive the number of people. 
3.4.Confirm the Key Time by the Mobile Terminal 
One of SOC Department's jobs is on-site inspectors. They can access the system by 3G mobile phone 
equipped with Android2.2 system. It can ensure that the system can be extended to any position on the 
tarmac. The mobile phone version of the interface of the system is simple, simple operation, suitable for 
mobile operations. The control module to the mobile phone terminal push monitoring task. The following 
diagram, mobile phone terminal receiving the tasks will be ringing and vibration prompt, and 
automatically light up the screen. If the job you monitor is finished, you can push the corresponding 
button and the job finish time is upload to the server. The control module will receive the job finish time 
at the same time. The system will follow the business logic synthesis judgment on each link, which 
triggers the corresponding prompt events. 
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Figure 4. Flight monitor single 
4.Design 
4.1.Object-Oriented Analysis and Design 
System uses object-oriented analysis and design methods, using Rose UML modeling tool. Gradually 
refine the model, so that each step is reversible. Figure 5 for the high-end travelers maintenance module 
of the MVC object-relational model  
 
Figure 5. Vip passenger maintenance model 
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4.2.Database Design 
Object-oriented analysis, design systems using Sybase PowerDesigner tool static model, in which the 
entity model. PowerDesigner to generate data tables and then, that the logical database design, in this 
process will be more than the number of tables generated static model number, this is because the system 
automatically generates a number of auxiliary tables to achieve the relationships between the tables, as 
many of the and more. Finally, the logical design generated by the physical design, the system 
automatically generates SQL script, copy the script to execute MySQL will create the physical tables in 
the database. 
5.Summary 
Ground operation control system applied to the aircraft to stay on the ground during the production 
process, and using the message mechanism coordination of SOC, CGS, cargo and aircraft repair plant 
production work. The system will help SOC department to provide strong support, to protect the normal 
flight. The cause of delay analysis is of great significance. This paper proposed to WebGame design 
concept and schema processing enterprise production problems, so as to meet the line operation unit of 
the information system of real-time, ease of use and easy deployment of the strong demand. 
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